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Agenda
• Introduction and background
• Gaps between IT and organization
• How to bridge the gaps
• IT in contexts
• Two case illustrations
– HIS implementation
– e-ID

• Theoretical lenses illustrated
• Lessons learned
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Aim
• Demystify the role of and expectations on technology
• Illustrate how contextual perspectives and lenses can
be used
– A more nuanced understanding of IT in development,
implementation and use

• Illustrate the need to contextualize IT
– To understand digitalization processes
– To create sustainable organizations and value of digital
services
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Introduction
• Many expectations related IS/IT and digitalization
• Positive effects expected
• Expectations are often uncritical and expressed in
terms of rationalized myths (e.g. Meyer and Rowan, 1977;
Currie, 2009; Janssen et al., 2012)

– Efficiency
– Effectiveness
– Democracy or other values realized…

• Gaps exists
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Introduction
• The gap – IT and organization
• Exists – empirically (in practice) and theoretically
– Conceptually
– In perspectives and focus
– Among professional groups
• Developing, implementing and using

• How can we address the gap?
• How can we bridge the gap?
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IT and organizing –
digitalization in contexts!
• To bridge the gap
• IT in contexts
– IT influences actions within organizations and vice versa
– The role and understanding of IT is created in and by e.g.
people and within organizational and/or everyday
settings
– “The two are inextricably intertwined; there is a
reciprocal relationship between ITs and organizations,
each shaping the other” ([Holmström and Boudreau, 2006, p. 24];
DeSanctis and Poole,1994; Feldman and Orlikowski, 2011; Kling and
Iacono, 1989; Monteiro and Hanseth, 1995)
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Unpack IT and organization
• “Computer-based IS are viewed as important in
contemporary society, but problematic in terms of
interpreting their meaning and value” (Walsham, 1993,
s. xiii)

• IT is not an “ordinary” technology
• Can be compared with – but not synonymous with –
other technologies
• Needs to be linked to different dimensions of an
organization and ongoing processes of organization –
structures, culture and processes
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”Technology at work”
• ”By separating and privileging the technology and/or
the people, we lose sight of their mutual
constitution.” (Orlikowski, 2007)
• Studying technology at work requires
– Moving beyond the dichotomies of use/impact
– Engaging with the sociomateriality of work practices as
this is enacted ongoingly, contingently, and multiply
(Orlikowski, 2007)

• To understand IT under construction and in use!

Information systems and organizing
• “[IT] is intimately implicated in the structuring of
actors’ daily work through in-formation storage,
retrieval, and transmission capabilities, through
providing the means to accomplish tasks, through
imposing a rhythm and schedule on the flow of
computer-based work, through providing technical
vocabularies to mediated meanings ascribed to
events, objects, and relationships, and through
coordinating activities over time and space”
(Orlikowski, 1991, p. 13)
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Context and process
• Inspired by Pettigrew (1985, 1987, 1990)
• Management of change and implementation of IT is not a
straight forward and rational process…
• …it is a analytic, learning and political process
– ”[…] complex”, ”messy process inseparable from its
intraorganizational and broader context.” (Walsham, 1993, s. 53)
– ”[…] an understanding of the context of the information systems,
and the process whereby the information system influences and
is influenced by its context” (Walsham, 1993, s. 4 f.)

• Important point of departure
– It is important to study processes and context in order to
understand IT in organizations and other settings

Two case illustrations
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Two case illustrations
(1) The Health Information
Systems Case
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The HIS Case
• A qualitative case study of a Swedish healthcare
provider, called “Alpha”
• An integrated HIS was implemented
• By studying how different actors interpret
technological and organizational changes, we mirror
different images of the implementation project
• This diversity of images provides an illustration of
the complexity associated with the process of
implementing a HIS
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The HIS Case – theoretical point of departure 1(2)
• The relation between IS and organization is full of
nuances and contradictions
• A multi-faceted and reciprocal relation (Barley, 1986;
Howcroft et al., 2004; Orlikowski, 2000)

• Moving away from an over-simplified understanding of
IT (Markus and Robey, 1988; Robey and Boudreau, 1999)
• The role and influence of IS in organizations (Orlikowski
and Robey, 1991; Walsham, 1993) and the emergence and
improvisation is important to investigate
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The HIS Case – theoretical point of departure 2(2)
• Using a practice lens based on structuration theory
(Giddens, 1984) adapted by Orlikowski (2000)

• Enactm ent: (1) inertia, (2) application and (3) change

1
8
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The many images of the HIS project
Paradigm shift project

Success project

Huge project

IT project

Career boosting project

Implementation project

Impressing project

Rationalisation project
Civil servant project

Change project

Measurement project

Management control project

Visionary project

Imposed project
Non-project

Information access project

Standardisation project

Scapegoat project

Consequential project

Organisation development project

Time saving project
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Type of
enactment

Interest in
using the
technology

Interpretive
conditions

Institutional
conditions

Technology-inpractice

Processual
consequences

Technological Structural
consequences consequences

Inertia

Low

Limited technical
knowledge among
different
professional groups

Hierarchical
Individualistic

Limited
(perfunctorily; not
rarely) use of the
HIS

Minor (duplication None
of work occurs)

Reinforce and
preserve status
quo concerning
some routines

Application

Moderate to
high

Moderate technical Hierarchical
knowledge (users)
Individualistic
More detailed
Collaborative
technical knowledge
(super [‘power’]
users)

Collaboration
Collective
problem solving
Individual
productivity
Process support

Increased
effectiveness in
communication
and care
Improved
collaboration
Increased
effectiveness in
problem solving

Adaptations to
the tool
Change in the
tool

Reinforce and
enhance status
quo

Change

Moderate to
high

Moderate technical Collaborative
knowledge (users)
More detailed
technical knowledge
(super users)

Collaboration and
collective problem
solving
Individual
productivity
Process support
Improvisation

Redefined work
distribution
Shift in type of
collaboration

Change in the
tool
Adaptations to
the tool

Transform
status quo
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Two case illustrations
(2) The e-ID Case
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The e-ID case
• The management of e-ID development in Sweden
• The emergence of the present national public e-ID
policy can be traced back to the end of the 1990s
• e-banking well established - an installed base of
solutions for identification (80% of the e-ID use)
• A market driven e-ID delivery model – so far
• A new central coordinating body – an e-ID board
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The e-ID Case – theoretical point of departure
• The field of identification and identity contains
technical as well as social aspects of organizational and
personal identity (Lyon, 2009; Söderström and Melin, 2012)
• Path dependency from institutional theory (Kubicek and
Noack, 2010; Page, 2006)

• The past changes shape the current context of
organizations
• Life-cycle related challenges and critical success
factors

The problem in focus
• Developing, implementing and managing public eservices and secure e-ID solutions are challenging
• Include people, processes and technology
• Stresses the complexities and interwoven character of
the e-ID as an artefact in an e-service setting and in
an institutional arrangement
• Can be governed by an active role of the government,
and/or managed by market driven solutions (cf.
Grönlund, 2010; Kubicek, 2010)
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Contribution
• The technological artefact is in foreground, and the
user setting (citizens and professional users) and the
link to e-services provided in the background
• An e-government systems development life-cycle
perspective and a project challenge and critical
success factor (CSF) perspective combined
• Path dependency has informed the analysis of
challenges in a novel way which, strengthen the
originality of this research

Contribution
• The e-ID needs to be managed as an integral part of
e-service development because it is intertwined with
the use of e-services from a user perspective
• e-ID is more than a back-office enabler – it is an
integrated part of successful e-service management
and use

e-ID
e-service
Development and usage scope of e-ID and e-service
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Lessons learned

A contextual perspective on IT
• Why do we get different effects of IS/IT?
– IS/IT are:
• Social and organizational embedded
• Technically embedded
• On a commercial market
• Complex
• Changed/developed (Kallinikos, 2004)

• IS/IT has a structural potential (DeSanctis and Poole,
1994)
(Melin, 2010)
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Lessons learned 1(2)
• The need for a contextual perspective on technology
– Emergence
• Development
• Implementation
• Use

• Important to bridge gaps – time, lust and trust!
– Empirically (in practice) and theoretically

• … in order to develop more sustainable organizations
and value of digital services
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Lessons learned 2(2)
• To move beyond
– The IT and digitalization related rhetoric, myths, benefits,
and challenges that seem to have a generic pattern
• The ideas travels around as a fashion wave, hype and “followjohn-behavior”

• To acknowledge the intertwined nature of IT and
organization
– A reciprocal relationship between IT and organizations, each
shaping other in digitalization processes

• An integrated understanding of IT, people and
organization – still and again!
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